Everything You Want to Know About Machine
Applique but Are Afraid to Ask with Kathy Delaney
In this workshop we will be learning two methods of machine
applique; raw-edge and turned edge. Sometimes you will want
to use one over the other, depending on your project and the
outcome you wish. This class will give you a taste of both to get
you started.
SUPPLY LIST:
Kit: kit will contain paper-backed fusible web, fusible wash-away
applique paper and stabilizer and pattern. (Kathy will provide
what you’ll need in class so that you can test the materials to see
which applique method you like before you purchase.) The kit
will not include fabric.
Pencil for tracing – I recommend a hard leaded pencil. You won’t want the dust from the pencil to migrate to the fabric’s
right side.
Sharp scissors – You will be cutting both fabric and paper. I know a lot of people are real fanatics about not letting their
good scissors touch paper, but a really sharp blade is very important, which means you don’t want to use junk scissors.
Paper is not made as it once was. There are no wood chips. I haven’t had good scissors ever go bad because I used them
on paper.
Fabric: one or two greens (you won’t need more than 8” x 11” for either one if you use two)
Two coordinating fabrics for the tulip blossoms of your choice (4” x 8” will be plenty of each fabric you choose)
14” square for background
Thread: we will be focusing on two applique methods. One requires matching thread and the other a polyester that
reads mostly clear. Match the cotton thread to your green and the invisible thread to your flower; clear for light fabric
color or smoke for a darker fabric. I use Aurifil 50wt cotton and Superior’s Monopoly. You are not required to use what I
use, but do look for a thin thread like Aurifil or Presencia 60 wt so your thread “disappears.” We will talk about using
thread as a design element.
Glue Stick (pen): I use the Sew Line brand which is very similar to the Fons and Porter brand so either is good.
2 Orange sticks: This is usually used for cuticles and is a round wooden (or plastic) stick with an angled cut on one end.
OR if you have the Apliquick Tools, all the better!
Sewing machine – cleaned, oiled and in good working order. The needle should be sized 80/12 if using the Aurifil 50 wt
or Presencia 60 wt or other fine thread. I use a 70/10 when using the Monopoly.
Open toed appliqué foot for your machine or clear appliqué foot. I use the #20 or #23 on my BERNINA machine.
Clear celephane tape.
Do you have a lightbox? If you’ve been thinking about getting one, I picked up a very thin light box from Amazon for
$25. But this is absolutely optional. You can easily trace the patterns from the pattern if you have to
PLEASE DO NOT DO ANYTHING AHEAD OF THE WORKSHOP BUT GATHER YOUR SUPPLIES. WE’RE GOING TO WORK
TOGETHER. AND IT WILL BE MORE THAN LIKELY THAT YOU WILL GET THE BLOCK FINISHED BY THE END OF CLASS.

